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September, 2017: The Canada-EU Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) is now in force. It
is estimated that CETA will create jobs, strengthen
economic relations and boost Canada’s trade with the
world’s second-largest market, the EU. CETA is a
progressive free trade agreement which covers virtually all
sectors and aspects of Canada-EU trade in order to
eliminate or reduce barriers. With CETA, 98 percent of EU
tariff lines are now duty-free for Canadian goods. Once
CETA is fully implemented, the EU will have eliminated
tariffs on 99 percent of its tariff lines. For more
information, please see: http://www.international.gc.ca/

Kisserup welcomes Salik Hard
September, 2017: Kisserup is very
fortunate to have Salik Hard as the
Office Manager Kisserup Arctic. Salik
is most known as the entrepreneur
responsible for starting the first craft
brewery in Greenland, making quality
beer from melted icebergs. He has
experience in the fields of International Trade, Tourism,
Business development and Consulting. Salik has shared his
extensive knowledge and experience by providing advice,
guidance, training and development grants for Greenlandic
entrepreneurs while serving with a Greenlandic
Government company by supporting SMEs in Greenland.
Salik holds a degree in Management and is fluent in
Greenlandic, Danish, English and German. For more
information please see: www.kisserup.com and
http://www.siuainuvation.gl/

Arctic

Liss Stender is the
owner and creative
designer of ‘Inuk
Design’ located in
Nuuk, Greenland. The story of her designs is inspired by the
culture of the Inuit people in Greenland – it is all about
their culture. Her collection called ‘The 5Elements’
represents the north, west, south and east of Greenland
and the 5th element is the Inuk people.
The stories of her design are from memories of her
childhood in north Greenland, where she was born. For
more information: http://inukdesign.com/
https://www.facebook.com/inukdesign/

SIUA INUvation Workshops in Greenland

September & October,
2017: Kisserup and SIUA INUvation were very pleased to
have Ms. Pacyinz Lyfoung, PIIPA, Program Director,
travelling to Nuuk, Greenland in August, 2017 to meet with
Greenlandic entrepreneurs representing companies in
different sectors, i.e., specialty food, décor/design and
beauty products. The workshops were held in Nuuk and
Ilulissat, Greenland, from September 25th – 29th, 2017. For
more information: http://www.siuainuvation.gl/

Follow the NUUK BOOK!
Kisserup’s love and appreciation for
Greenland keeps growing and the
Nuuk Book continues to gather
followers and entrepreneurs all over
the world. We encourage you to
“Follow the NUUK BOOK” too! This
quarter, the NUUK Book has travelled
to Italy, Saskatoon, Toronto and
Ottawa.
For
more
information
please
https://www.facebook.com/kisserupInt/
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